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Abstract: Clinical research in NSW has contrib-

uted to some important breakthroughs in the

understanding of many aspects for HIV transmis-

sion, pathogenesis and treatment. Researchers in

NSW have played an important role in understand-

ing the progression of HIV disease, the develop-

ment and use of antiretroviral therapies and have

continued to be involved in the understanding,

management and prevention of HIV infection.

National and international collaboration are essen-

tial in identifying and managing the complex

factors required for the current management of

HIV and the potential mechanisms for the future

elimination of HIV.

Clinical research is fundamental in informing the public

health response to any emerging disease. This is demon-

strated by the role clinical research has played in

influencing public health responses to human immuno-

deficiency virus (HIV). The first confirmed acquired

immune deficiency syndrome (AIDS) diagnosis in Aus-

tralia was made at St Vincent’s Hospital, Sydney, in 1983

but it was not unexpected. With an emerging epidemic in

North America, a taskforce had been established at the

hospital in anticipation of the arrival of the disease in

Australia. From the outset, a clinical and research frame-

work was used to identify and study HIV/AIDS. This

framework resulted in several important breakthroughs

that have improved the understanding and treatment of

HIV infection. New South Wales (NSW), as the state

with a major proportion of Australian HIV diagnoses

(54% over the course of the epidemic),1 has remained at

the front of the clinical response in Australia. This article

describes the contribution that clinical research in NSW

has made to the understanding of the HIV epidemic and

the optimal treatment of these patients.

Identification of HIV-related seroconversion illness
In the early years of the epidemic, clinical research and

vigilance in NSW was responsible for identifying and

describing several important conditions associated with

HIV pathogenesis and treatment. Clinical researchers

based at St Vincent’s Hospital in Sydney provided the first

detailed description of HIV-related seroconversion illness.

This mononucleosis-like illness was identified in a group

of recent seroconverters.2

The identification of seroconversion illness as a marker

of early infection was an important finding that created

opportunities in several areas of research and patient

management. Acute seroconversion illness can be a useful

marker leading to early diagnosis or to providing an

indication of the duration of HIV infection. From a clinical

perspective, a marker for early infection allowed for more

stringent patient monitoring and prophylaxis against

opportunistic infection in asymptomatic patients prior to

severe immunological impairment and the onset of AIDS.

From a research perspective, the recognition of serocon-

version illness and the identification of early HIV infections

provided the opportunity to study the pathogenesis of HIV

infection from pre-seroconversion through to the develop-

ment of AIDS, greatly enhancing the understanding of

HIV infection and disease progression. In relation to public

health, the identification of a previous seroconversion-

related illness in a newly diagnosed HIV patient indicates

the duration ofHIV infection andmaynarrow the timeframe

in which other people may have been exposed to HIV. This

makes contacting and testing potentially exposed people

more accurate and timely. The identification and evaluation

of patients around the time of seroconversion has also been

valuable in more accurately identifying specific risk factors

associated with the transmission of HIV. The identification

and description of seroconversion illness were therefore

important breakthroughs in the understanding and manage-

ment of HIV/AIDS early in the epidemic.

Introduction of antiretroviral therapy
Researchers and clinicians in NSW have been involved in

the development and clinical trials of all the previous and

currently available antiretroviral drugs. This hasmeant that

HIV patients in NSW have had access to new treatments

very early, through recruitment to clinical trials. The

experience gained by clinicians during these trials has
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resulted in the rapid and informed use of new drugs in their

patients as soon as they are approved for use.

The introduction of combined antiretroviral therapy has

made it possible to control viral replication and elicit a

partial reconstitution of immune function in HIV patients.

However, the widespread availability of antiretroviral

therapy has also created new challenges such as the long-

term management of antiretroviral therapy use, treatment-

related toxicity and the development of drug resistance.

Ongoing research is focused on the combinations of drugs

and dosing that are most efficacious for different patient

groups as well as on accurately determining the ideal time

to commence treatment and whether to maintain treatment

in the face of side effects. The international SMART

(Strategies for Management of Anti-Retroviral Therapy)

trial demonstrated that interruption to treatment was detri-

mental to patients, with significant increases in morbidity

and all-causemortality.3 This study conclusively ended the

long-running debate as to whether treatment interruption

was a safe and effective strategy in HIV patients. The

ongoing START trial is designed to determine whether

early or deferred initiation of antiretroviral therapy results

in better outcomes for patient.4

In addition to the improved outcomes for people with HIV

that have resulted from the introduction of antiretroviral

therapy, widespread antiretroviral therapy use has the

added benefit of decreasing the overall viral load in the

HIV-positive population which also reduces infectivity.

The results from the SMART study have led to a shift away

from intermittent therapy to constant suppressive therapy

which results in a lower overall viral load and infectivity

within the community.

In the area of treatment-related toxicity, researchers in

NSW have provided significant contributions. Antiretro-

viral-related lipodystrophy, generally characterised by a

loss of fat from the face and limbs and an increase in

abdominal obesity, was first identified and described by

clinicians at St Vincent’s Hospital, Sydney.5 Further work

identifying the specific drugs responsible, elucidating the

mechanisms that lead to lipodystrophy and evaluating

methods for alleviating or reversing lipodystrophy have

been a priority of NSW research in the antiretroviral treat-

ment era.

The antiretroviral therapy era
HIV infection may now bemanaged as a chronic condition

in the developed world. However this does not mean that

there is a reduced role for clinical research. The main

challenge in clinical research has been shifting the focus

from managing opportunistic infections and the progres-

sion of AIDS to identifying and managing complications

related to long-term HIV infection, such as non-AIDS

related morbidity and mortality. A major focus of current

research is themanagement and understanding of ageing in

the context of HIV infection. Despite efficient viral sup-

pression with antiretroviral treatment, the life expectancy

of HIV-positive people is still reduced compared to the

general population. Research is now focused on alleviating

the cardiovascular disease, kidney dysfunction, neurologi-

cal complications and cancers seen in HIV patients.

Factors related to HIV transmission, disease progression

and immune responses to the virus have not been neglected

due to the introduction of antiretroviral therapy. Several

observational cohorts have been established to monitor

disease progression and treatment trends in HIV-positive

populations with access to antiretroviral therapy. The

Australian HIV Observational Database was created in

1999 to monitor the patterns of antiretroviral therapy use

relating to demographic factors and markers of HIV dis-

ease stage.6 The database is primarily focussed on collect-

ing information about how often antiretroviral treatments

are changed and the reasons for treatment changes, includ-

ing adverse events. The database has allowed the trends in

antiretroviral therapy usage and related adverse events to

be mapped and considered in relation to demographic

factors.

Future directions – the development of a vaccine
Since HIV was first identified, considerable effort and

resources has been directed towards the development of a

vaccine to prevent transmission of the virus. The avail-

ability of a HIV vaccine to prevent or treat infections,

representing a relatively brief intervention that provides

long-term protection, is clearly preferable from a medical,

financial and personal perspective to the current situation

of long-term continuous therapy with antiretroviral drugs.

Research into vaccine development has greatly increased

the knowledge of HIV pathogenesis and disease progres-

sion but unfortunately an efficacious vaccine has not been

developed. Recently presented results from two interna-

tional vaccine trials have influenced thinking about the

progress and validity of a HIV vaccine. The first was the

STEP trial: an interim analysis suggested that this vaccine

enhanced rather than prevented HIV transmission and the

study was subsequently stopped early in November 2007.7

This created some pessimism around the potential for a

future HIV vaccine. More recently, a vaccine trial in

Thailand involving a dosing strategy with two separate

vaccine candidates (a canary pox vector and a subunit

vaccine) demonstrated an approximate 30% reduction in

HIV transmission in the participants who received the

vaccine compared to placebo.8 Further research is required

to determine the immunological factors induced by this

vaccine combination, in order to enhance this response and

further reduce transmission. This highlights the need for an
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improved understanding of HIV pathogenesis and immune

responses, to identify not only the key mechanisms

required to interrupt HIV transmission but also interven-

tions that may induce immune responses that control HIV

progression in those who already have the infection.

The recent vaccine trials also demonstrate that intensive

instruction on prevention of HIV transmission, which was

incorporated in these studies, does not prevent continued

transmission of the virus. This adds to the argument that

biomedical interventions, such as vaccines, are required in

addition to education to control the HIV epidemic.

Conclusion
Clinical research will continue to contribute to the under-

standing of many aspects for HIV transmission, patho-

genesis and treatment. National and international

collaborations, established and nurtured during the course

of theHIV epidemic, remain an essential part in identifying

and managing the complex factors required for the current

management of HIV and the potential mechanisms for the

future elimination of HIV.
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